Headlines:

News Reports

- British regulators issue allergy warning over Pfizer vaccine
- What seniors can expect when Covid-19 vaccines become available
- Nursing homes are a top priority for Covid vaccines. But vaccinating everyone won't be simple.
- Social Inequities Explain Racial Gaps in Pandemic, Studies Find
- SNF occupancy inches up in September to 74%, NIC reports
- PA Nursing home providers sue over alleged misallocation of $150M in COVID-19 funding
- Vaccinate LTC Residents, Staff First to Stem COVID Deaths
- Study shows far fewer COVID-19 cases at home than in nursing homes, assisted living
- COVID-19 vaccine priority populations vary by state, city: reports
- COVID-19 death rate in nursing homes reaches new height since start of pandemic, on track to worsen, analysis finds
- As FDA panel endorses Pfizer vaccine, CVS Health says it’s ready to administer doses in nursing homes

Journal Articles
• Safety and Efficacy of the BNT162b2 mRNA Covid-19 Vaccine

Podcasts/Webinars

• NAHCA/AMDA Webinar: COVID-19 in Long-Term Care and the COVID-19 Vaccine, December 16, 3:30 PM ET

AMDA’s COVID-19 Resources Page

Join the Conversation on AMDA’s Forum

Follow Us:  

Acknowledge the service and sacrifice made by PALTC professionals who have gone above and beyond during the COVID-19 pandemic by tagging them on Twitter and use #WeArePALTC.
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